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SUMMARY. Background. The present paper aims at studying the efficacy of the Integrated Neurocognitive Therapy (INT), according to Roder’s model, in a group of chronic schizophrenics in a long term residential condition. This kind of treatment is particularly interesting because, according to the most recent studies concerning schizophrenia as a neurodevelopmental disorder, allows to act on the neuro- and socio-cognitions areas, which are the most deteriorated ones. Moreover the INT program includes also computer aided activities (Cog PacK), which largely proved their efficacy on neurocognition. Materials and methods. The study sample consists of 10 inpatients suffering of Schizophrenia (according to DSM-5). 5 Male and 5 Female, average age 52, disorder average length 24,9 years, with IQ not <80. The sample took part in the 18 months INT program and has been evaluated through the neurocognitive set RBANS and MCST (modified version of WCST for the survey of the executive functions: abstraction, categorization, set shifting) at the beginning of the treatment (T₀), after 12 months (T₁), and at its end, after 18 months (T₂). Results. As regards neurocognition, starting from the preliminary result analysis, the only statistical significance refers to time factor concerning the immediate memory measured by RBANS at T₁. We can also point out an improvement trend in T₁ evaluations for the single cognitive functions and for the general cognitive profile. Concerning the executive functions (MCST), even without any statistical significance, a general improvement trend is present (completed categories, persisting and not persisting mistakes). Conclusions. The data presented, even in a numerically reduced sample, encourage however an optimistic perspective concerning the INT rehabilitation use in schizophrenic inpatients, substantially confirming the data already present in literature. We have to pay specific attention even in the evaluation of computerized programs, whose use can aid the general sociocognitive functioning. We hope that later and wider studies will support what we have herein preliminarily presented and discussed.
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RIASSUNTO. Background. Il presente lavoro si propone di approfondire l’efficacia della Terapia Neurocognitiva Integrata (INT) secondo il modello di Roder in un gruppo di schizofrenici cronici in condizione di residenzialità a lungo termine. Questo tipo di trattamento appare particolarmente interessante perché, nell’ottica dei più recenti studi relativi alla schizofrenia come disturbo del neurosviluppo, permette di agire sulle aree neuro- e socio-cognitive, che sono quelle maggiormente deteriorate. In più, il programma INT prevede l’uso di attività assistite con il computer (Cog PacK), anch’esse con comprovata efficacia sulla neurocognizione. Materiali e metodi. Il campione dello studio è formato da 10 pazienti affetti da schizofrenia (diagnosi DSM-5), di cui 5 M e 5 F, età media 52,9, durata media di malattia 24,9, con Q.I. non <80, in situazione di residenzialità a lungo termine. Il campione ha partecipato per un periodo di 18 mesi al programma INT ed è stato valutato tramite la batteria neurocognitiva RBANS e MCST (versione modificata del WCST per l’indagine delle funzioni esecutive: astrazione, categorizzazione, set shifting) all’inizio del trattamento (T₀), dopo 12 mesi (T₁) e alla fine dello stesso, dopo 18 mesi (T₂). Risultati. Per quanto riguarda la neurocognizione, dall’analisi dei risultati preliminari l’unica significatività statistica riguarda il fattore tempo, relativamente alla memoria immediata misurata con la RBANS a T₁. Si evidenzia anche una tendenza al miglioramento nelle valutazioni T₁ per le singole funzioni cognitive e per il profilo cognitivo generale. Relativamente alle funzioni esecutive (MCST), pur in assenza di significatività statistica, è presente una generale tendenza al miglioramento (categorie completee, errori perseverativi ed errori non perseverativi). Conclusioni. I dati presentati, pur nel limite di un campione numericamente ridotto, consentono però un’ottimista visione relativamente al’impiego nella riabilitazione di soggetti schizofrenici in condizioni di residenzialità a lungo termine della INT, confermando sostanzialmente i dati presenti in letteratura. Particolare attenzione va posta anche alla valutazione dei programmi computerizzati, il cui utilizzo può aiutare il funzionamento sociocognitivo generale. È da auspicare che successivi e più ampi studi concorrano a supportare quanto qui preliminarmente presentato e discusso.
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INTRODUCTION

The evidences confirm how the neurocognitive deficit is central in schizophrenia, a disease that should be considered as a neurodevelopmental disorder too. In addition to the standard pharmacological practice, also cognitive therapies are recognized as an effective tool for psychiatric patients to acquire psychosocial and working skills and recover good social integration together with satisfactory and self-sufficient quality of life.

Trials incorporating cognitive training in treatment of schizophrenia cognitive deficits began more than 20 years ago, obtaining significant improvements.

Most of the training cognitive programs for schizophrenia are more frequently used to recover neurocognitive deficits better than social cognition. Literature reviews point out how social and neurocognitive interventions promote a general improvement in real world functioning, but stress also the difficulties in having methodological accuracy, in small sample sizes, in results depending on the specific outcome measures chosen, etc.

Also the influence of new technologies in social cognitive interventions must be considered, such as computerized programs which offer the possibility to gradually deal with exercises reproducing the problem of real life.

The Integrated Neurocognitive Therapy (INT) for schizophrenia

Usually the rehabilitative social and neurocognitive approach shows its best results particularly in the psychotic onset. In the 35 papers examined in Grant’s review on social cognition interventions methodology the 66% of patients included had an average age of 36, only seven studies included inpatients and the average ill duration was 13.4 years. Several authors confirm positive effects also on “aged” patients.

The INT is an evolution of the Integrated Psychological Therapy, which has been influenced by the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) MATRICS (Measurement and Treatment Research to improve outcomes in Schizophrenia) initiative. MATRICS has pointed out the seven key-cognitive domains in schizophrenia able to be improved by specific interventions. These domains are: speed in information processing, attention/wakefulness, working memory, verbal learning, visual learning, reasoning and problem solving, and social cognition.

One of the INT fundamental aspects is the possibility to associate to the program a PC-based cognitive training (COG-Pack). The COG-Pack includes exercises for attention, psychomotor speed, learning and memory, executive functions, concentration, logical abilities and verbal reasoning. Computerized cognitive interventions have become more popular in the last years. As M. Fisher writes “an active area of schizophrenia research is to understand how to build upon prior work in the field in order to best design efficient computer-based cognitive-training methods to harness learning-induced neuroplasticity for improving neural system functioning and clinical presentation, and to prevent, and possibly even reverse, disease progression”.

COG Pack exercises work on cognitive functions (attention, psychomotor speed, learning and memory, and executive functions). The first six sessions operate in all cognitive domains, while the succeeding are concentrated on repeating the exercises in all the domains.

There are different forms for each exercise, which can be modifiable and enlarged. Also the sequence can be modified. Adaptive possibilities are present.

INT method is made of both restorative and compensatory approaches to deal with the schizophrenia most important social and cognitive deficits. This is one of the main differences compared to other cognitive trainings, more concentrated only on one or the other of the two aspects.

Inpatients and schizophrenia

The long term residency is one of the main problems in current psychiatric assistance. Since 1952 Maxwell Jones spoke about the function of psychiatric residency based on the concept of “learning living situation and sensitive training” and as a basis for the change process produced by the community life. Very often the residential center is just a container of psychiatric group rehabilitation activities, with no particular attention to the housing. But psychiatric rehabilitation needs also everyday life experiences, to reach a renewed reality approach. To avoid self-referentiality, decontextualisation related to the regular social life and to the possibility of restarting it, INT program allows chronic inpatients to immerse themselves in social and neurocognitive rebuilding activities suitable to get contacts with reality again.

The aim of this paper is to investigate the effects of a neurocognitive group treatment associated to computerized intervention in chronic schizophrenic inpatients. It has been carried out in a long term psychiatric residential clinic.
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Table 1. Sample description.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age (average)</th>
<th>Onset</th>
<th>Illness duration (years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>31 y.o.</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>27 y.o.</td>
<td>22.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tot:10</td>
<td>Average: 52</td>
<td>Average: 29</td>
<td>Average: 24.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The “time” principal factor is statistically significant [F(1,9)=7.8584; p<0.05].

The higher scores obtained in immediate memory area could be considered related to the fact that during 18 months of treatment, the subjects have been submitted both to verbal and computerized INT parts (Figure 1).

In the same period the time factor is not statistically significant related to attention (p=0.722), visuo-spatial abilities (p=0.162), delayed memory (p=0.131) and total score (p=0.164), even if a trend towards improvement can be observed over time. It is interesting to stress that regarding language (p=0.628) the time factor is also not statistically significant, with a worsening after 18 months of treatment.

\( T_{0T2} \) (18 months)

The “time” principal factor is statistically significant.

Regarding RBANS scale the results are:

\( T_{0T1} \) (12 months)

The “time” factor for the cognitive functions of immediate memory (p=0.284), attention (p=0.547), visuo-spatial abilities (p=0.170), language (p=0.624), delayed memory (p=0.567) and total score (p=0.157) is not statistically significant. A trend towards improvement of the single cognitive functions and the general cognitive profile has been observed.

**Assessment and Statistics**

The neuropsychological assessment was performed by the Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status-RBANS and the Modified Card Sorting Test (MCST) administered at \( T_0 \) (baseline), \( T_1 \) (after 12 months treatment) and \( T_2 \) (after 18 months treatment). The MCST has been preferred to the usual WCST because of its simplified methodology, more useful for the investigated sample. To verify whether and how the INT rehabilitation program had influenced the cognitive mechanisms (i.e. attention, memory, visuo-spatial abilities, language) and the executive functions (abstraction, categorization and set shifting), the mean scores obtained in cognitive evaluations by RBANS and MCST at \( T_0, T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) have been compared by ANOVA for repeated measures in a single experimental group with “time” as factor within two levels (pre- and post-rehabilitation treatment).

**RESULTS**

![Figure 1. RBANS immediate memory score.](https://via.placeholder.com/150)
In the total period of treatment the time factor is not statistically significant related to the number of completed categories (p=0.277), but a positive trend towards improvement persists. Also the number of perseverative (p=0.348) and non perseverative errors (p=0.378) is not statistically significant, with a trend similar to that in the first 12 months of treatment. The total number of committed errors (i.e. perseverative errors + non perseverative errors) decreases after 18 months treatment, but it is not statistically significant (p=0.303).

In the last 6 months of treatment, the time factor is not statistically significant related to the number of completed categories (mean score =2.4; p=0.455): a mild worsening can be appreciated after the use of Cog Pack program, but (as pointed out by the analyses Tₐ-T₂) there is however an improvement compared to the starting of INT program (respectively average score =2.0 and average score=2.2). The number of perseverative (p=0.525) and non perseverative errors (p=0.955) doesn’t result statistically significant, with a trend similar to that in the previous analyses.

DISCUSSION

The results allow some considerations about INT protocol effectiveness on chronic schizophrenic inpatients. Broadly both RBANS and MCST scores assure a reasonable improvement in the main cognitive domains.

The statistically significant result is the RBANS assessment of immediate memory improvement related to the “time factor” after 18 months treatment. The immediate memory is the capacity to recover after few minutes the previously stored informations. Cirillo and Siedman’s review suggests that schizophrenic patients hold less information back than the healthy controls (from 10% to 20% less)²⁶. So in people with schizophrenia a little but substantial part of the learned information storage ability is compromised. Therefore INT treatment seems to positively influence this capacity. Probably the better memory functioning could also be to some extent related also to the relaxing atmosphere and the collaboration mood among patients themselves and the therapists during the work sessions. These have been really stimulating for the patients, likely making them more efficient in using immediate memory.

Another reflection is due on the trend to worsening of language, both in Tₐ-T₂ than in T₁-T₂ comparisons.

It is well known that a lot of abnormalities have been described in schizophrenic language. It is often hard to define to what extent the anomaly is connected with the language itself and to what extent with cognitive processes impairment²⁷.

In his study Wrobel suggests that schizophrenia is fundamentally a semiotic disorder²⁸. The RBANS test structure appears not to consider language as verbalization skill, but it takes into account the naming capabilities. They regard the pragmatics and semantic field, i.e. the relationships between language and context. Thus it can be postulated that the semantic disorder interferes with the competency in verbal production of a specific word through the executive functions. The final part of the protocol – not yet submitted to the patients – includes a series of more specific exercises for this ability. As a consequence we can hypothesize a further improvement in this area too. Moreover schizophrenic patients have a general difficult in cognitive flexibility such to influence the answers repetition, regardless of the test timing administration. Further evaluations are necessary to better interpret the results.

In the other cognitive fields explored by RBANS (visuospatial abilities and delayed memory) the scores changes are not statistically significant, but a mild trend towards improvement can be noticed and the small sample size may probably account for this.

The MCST assesses the ability in elaboration of abstract categories and the skill in changing category related to a temporary situation modification. The test goes forward by attempts and mistakes.

Schizophrenic patients usually perform poorly in this test³².

In the present evaluation related to INT treatment the changes appear to be not statistically significant despite of a mild trend to change presence.

The number of completed categories tends to increase in the first 12 months, then (T₁-T₂) a light worsening is observed. This last period is the treatment phase where Cog Pack has been inserted in the program. The first Cog Pack exercises used in the program were related to memory, attention and concentration and not to executive functions. Probably the minor working on executive functions has caused the worsening as compared to the first 12 months. This hypothesis should confirm the RBANS score regarding language results.

The perseverative and non-perseverative errors have not showed statistically significant scores. In the first 12 months the perseverative errors are more than the non-perseverative ones. This is in accordance with most of the literature which demonstrates how schizophrenic patients make more perseverative errors than healthy controls³³. We can hypothesize this result as related to the set shifting impairment. Over time also the total errors number decreases. It could be interpreted as a general improvement, where the imbalance towards perseverative errors is to the detriment of non-perseverative ones.

CONCLUSIONS

Some limitations of the study must be considered, potentially influencing its final results. The sample size is very small, since it was selected from a not large general population of inpatients meeting the inclusion criteria, according to the INT protocol, of specific diagnosis and sufficient I.Q. The small sample size has certainly limited the possibilities of the statistical analysis, also giving, in the meantime, some more clinical relevance also to not statistical trends. Because of the above mentioned situation, it has been not possible to have a control group. The lack of comparison doesn’t nevertheless reduce the within group significance of the data and its possible relation to the clinical meaning of the results.

In conclusion, the results appear to confirm the potential importance of INT as an effective rehabilitation tool in schiz-
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schizophrenia, suggesting its efficacy also in chronic inpatients. It is well known that these patients generally move towards a progressive cognitive and social functioning decline, progressively reducing substantial possibilities of an independent life. The possibility of maintaining or restoring sufficient cognitive abilities even if in a long term psychiatric residence may give them back, at least partially, the perception of being active part of their life and their recovery.

As emerged from above, in the long period the results in different cognitive and executive areas show a trend towards the improvement. It is important to stress that this work has had as subjects chronic psychiatric inpatients, who experience a situation of general deprivation, with poor affective, cognitive and social stimulations.

In these patients the final aim of rehabilitation work can also be mainly directed to preserve the basal level of social and cognitive functioning, so to avoid the deterioration connected with schizophrenic disease.

Further studies and analyses are certainly yet necessary, but despite of the fact that INT surely shows most of its effectiveness on schizophrenic onset, it should be considered and better assessed as an efficient rehabilitation tool also in chronic schizophrenic inpatients.
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